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Abstract
Through the continual application of sensors, wireless networking, network communication and
cloud computing technology, vast volumes of data are increasingly collected in the energy sector
which needs to be utilized for effective management. In this project, the overall perspective is to
analyze energy consumption data collected from households’ smart meters in London and
combining it with the application of cloud data technology. I will explore and utilize a state-ofthe-art cloud service infrastructure to analyze and make smart decisions on managing energy
usage. There is interest in using data mining techniques and time series for machine learning
modelling to deliver a predictive measurement approach for forecast consumption. The cloud
service proposed is Amazon Web Services (AWS) which will be used as statistical data for daily
energy use, it can collect, analyze, and implement machine learning models to learn a user’s
behaviors and enhance energy efficiency by automatically alerting the user when necessary in realtime. There needs to be a warning mechanism such as a web-based and mobile application which
can interact with users through energy dashboards and SMS/emails, that way alerting the user and
utility companies on excess consumption which is recommended in this research.

Keywords: Energy consumption; real-time; Amazon Web Services, time series, consumption
analysis; consumption modelling
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Chapter 1
1.1 Background
The current state of supply and demand for energy as the world is experiencing population growth,
urbanization and technological developments are being heavily exploited causing environment
pollution and serious consequences on future generations. Many conducted research and proposals
have been recommended to address these challenges such as the use of green energy and renewable
resources and promoting energy-saving solutions.
It is important to investigate the aspect of energy efficiency from the use of energy data for any
building. The major challenge here is obtaining accurate information on how energy is being
consumed. Therefore, a real-time monitoring system would be a viable solution to address this
issue
According to multiple sources, populated cities consume 75% of worldwide energy production
and generate 80% of CO2 emissions. In 2018, gross global electricity production was 3.9% higher
than in 2017. Year by year, global electricity production has increased continuously every year
since 1974, except between 2008 and 2009, when the global financial crisis caused a significant
drop in production [1]. To date, it is estimated that 50% of the world’s population live in urban
areas, which is expected to rise to nearly 60% by 2030 [2]. In recent years, global urbanization has
been on the rise especially in Europe where today over 70% of Europeans live in urban areas and
is expected to increase to nearly 80% by 2030 [2]. The combination of the IoT and big data is an
unexplored research area that has brought new and interesting challenges for achieving the goal of
future smart cities.
This capstone project will focus on analyzing Big Data Analytics and Energy Management System
but alternatively can also be compared in other areas for example education, public health, and
security. We are currently in the explosive growth era, especially where technology is being
implemented in every single industry. The topic brings value in terms of economic growth and
sustainability where energy is saved, and costs are reduced.
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1.2 Statement of problem
The global population is increasing within urban cities, consequently, we need to examine
solutions to reduce energy usage since it is considered a vital resource in our daily lives, to ensure
sustainability for current and future generations. The challenge is aimed to reduce the consumption
of energy from data collected by utility companies. Current methods using billing procedures do
not support the sustainability approach as it just shows the overall monthly usage. We need to
utilize real-time data analysis to monitor every individual usage from smart meter data to alert the
user of high usage whether in city buildings or households. There needs to be a solution to reduce
the rate of energy consumption, analyze the factors that influence consumption and what available
technology is available on the market.

1.3 Project goals
The objective of this project is to study the beneficial impact of cloud computing infrastructure
through IoT technologies such as smart meters has on the infrastructure of smart cities, which will
particularly focus on energy consumption. The project will analyze in how excess energy can be
reduced using real-time analysis.
The expected outcomes of this project are:
•

To produce a machine learning model to reduce energy consumption

•

Implement the visualization tools needed to analyze data

•

Recommendation of available cloud computing services that utilize smart meters.

•

Factors that influence the consumption of energy
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1.4 Methodology
In this section, I will discuss the methodology used for reducing energy consumption. In Chapter
3 I have provided a detailed description and proposition of implementing a cloud-based solution
to address energy consumption. In chapter 4 I will describe the datasets used and its different
features. During the stages where I will be analyzing the smart meters datasets in chapter 4, I will
be using python and Jupytr notebook to import library packages such as pandas to import and read
the data, matplotlib and seaborn for plotting graphs and keras for LSTM modelling for timeseries forecasting problem which is the energy consumption.
In this research, I would be focusing on leveraging smart meter data to help raise awareness of
energy consumption patterns and implement this data on AWS (Amazon Web Services) which is
a well-known cloud platform. When large amounts of energy consumption are detected, an e-mail
or SMS alert that can be accessed by users is automatically sent by the proposed cloud architecture,
this warning method can raise awareness in energy consumption and give the users a real-time
indication of their consumption behavior
The overall objective of this research is to completely automate a system that collects smart meter
data on energy consumption and connect them to utility companies to optimize the efficiency of
energy consumption. Both consumers and utility companies can benefit from the development of
a framework that can monitor energy consumption using dashboards and provide accurate and
real-time readings that are readily accessible at any given time by utilizing AWS as an API.
The capstone project is structured as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the relevant literature. Chapter
3 reviews the project description which explains the architecture of AWS and integration on smart
meter data. Chapter 4 presents the project analysis for understanding and visualization of the
datasets and use of LSTM machine learning for forecasting energy consumption. The final Chapter
provides a summary and future work.
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Figure 1: Smart meter

The design of Smart Energy Meter is intended to measure the load current and voltage using
sensors and transfer them to AWS. The data stream from the smart meters arrives at timely
intervals in 5 or 10 minutes and generates daily data points.
To reduce the consumption of energy, the main features of smart energy meter should be able to:
• Get an automatic reading of Meter and send it to the consumer and energy company.
• Give utility company the ability to limit/control the supply of the consumer through text
or mobile application as per consumers request.
• Give the consumer the accessibility to review their load from anywhere in the world by
web/application based in real-time
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1.4.1 Deployment
The model proposed relies on the infrastructure of AWS and integrating real-time analysis on data
collected from smart meters. To achieve a viable solution for reducing consumption, the following
steps are undertaken to deploy the model:
1. Create an AWS account.
2. Connect Smart meters to AWS by using IoT core service.
3. Enable Kinesis FireHose Delivery stream.
4. Create S3 bucket to store historical meter data.
5. Create and Configure Athena and DynamoDB for reporting and further processing.
6. Create and configure Redash as visualization reporting and analytics dashboards
7. Configure lambda functions to aggregate data that is scheduled daily.
8. Create a website application that has an API gateway to host the consumer data, meter data
of aggregated monthly consumption data and consumer billing information

The architecture of the proposed solution to reduce consumption as follows:
Smart meters will transmit their power consumption and health metrics (voltage, current and
frequency) directly to the IoT services hosted in AWS cloud. The IoT gateway collects data from
the smart meters over a local network and converts the collected meter data into JSON format and
transfers it over the internet to AWS IoT. The Kinesis FireHose Stream transforms the data from
JSON to CSV format and records this data into the S3 bucket. The S3 bucket is a means of
collecting historical meter data. This will trigger lambda function which reads the CSV file and
pushes every record into Dynamo database. AWS lambda it is a serverless computing architecture
which provides a platform to run the codes without managing any hardware components. After all
the streaming data from smart meters are captured by amazon’s database and pushed by lambda
functions, Amazon kinesis Analytics can help to process and analyze the streaming data to run
powerful codes to perform time-series analytics, feed real-time dashboards and create real-time
metrics. Using AWS lambda function, we can create a warning algorithm to send automatic
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messages on excess energy consumption for consumers and faulty meters detection to utility
companies.

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed Automation of Energy Meter Reading and Monitoring using AWS
infrastructure.

In section 3.2 a consumption and monitoring dashboards would be produced for the consumers
and utility companies for further analysis, it also explains how visual information on excess
consumption can help save energy.
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1.5 Limitations of the Study
Utility companies and Smart Cities such as Masdar possess a huge amount of other data which is
not published as open data because of security and privacy issues and hence the available data
through open data portals may not comply with all the criteria for this research. Another potential
limitation for this project is implementing the cloud service platform at a large scale as this would
require extensive knowledge, acquire a large volume of data (Big Data) and processing speed.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
Although the term ‘smart city’ has only recently entered the public consciousness, the core concept
behind it has been in practice for decades. There are many key definitions of a smart city, which
can be simply interpreted as an urban area that uses technology to collect data by utilizing Internet
of Things (IoT) and then use insights gained from that data to manage assets, resources, and
services efficiently. Giving examples of IoT technology are mobiles, computing, wireless
connectivity, and communication. In this research, it will focus on Smart meters as an IoT gateway
device which will collect energy data. With the rapid increase in the presence of Internet of Things
(IoT) and future internet technologies in the smart cities’ context [2], a large amount of data is
being generated which needs to be stored, analyzed, visualized, and managed for various
applications using a structured and integrated ICT approach such as Cloud-based storage and
analysis services.
In recent times, several amounts of research and development studies had implemented on
analyzing energy in the areas of consumption and forecasting. Energy-saving solutions have been
put forward such as Energy Information Systems (EIS) and Smart Meter Systems (smart grids)
which to assist consumers measure and regulate energy usage by monitoring consumption. EIS
often include analysis methods such as baselining, benchmarking, load profiling, and energy
anomaly detection [3]. The collection, analysis, and display energy data for a building with the
help of a cloud platform is another subject of EIS development [4].
Regarding energy efficiency, there have research on using a web-based platform to help consumers
more efficiently control and track energy use. In this work, the researchers implemented an
effective web-based software for energy management that controls university buildings and
outdoor venues; measures the energy production and performs analysis of energy consumed from
each block and the overall campus consumption. Moreover, it interacts via survey questions, emails, and forms with the key users of each facility.
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A platform was developed by Taborda et al. (2015) to forecast the use of energy in corporate,
manufacturing and apartment buildings. The platform contains predict algorithms that are assisted
by programs for computational intelligence [5]. This research introduced a web-based framework
using ANNs and generating intelligent algorithms to determine the reliability of the configuration
tools for energy-efficient government building management [6]. In this paper, it reviews the
development of a web-based system that accumulates energy data from smart meters/sensors in
real-time and displays on a web-based and smartphone-based dashboard from these data [7].
Smart grid technologies have emerged from earlier attempts at using electronic control, metering,
and monitoring and have the capability of integrating renewable electricity such as solar and wind
energy. With the introduction of smart meters, they add continuous communication for monitoring
in real-time. A smart meter is a crucial element of a smart grid system, its purpose is to record
power consumption at periods and transfers the data to a utility center for monitoring and billing
plans [8]. Wang (2011) addressed unique attributes and techniques that can be paired with a smart
meter. He described different problems and difficulties in the layout, implementation, usage, and
sustenance of smart meter.
As mentioned previously, EIS can be implemented with the help of cloud services of energy
analysis. Within this paper [10], they include assessing and reasoning for total energy usage
methods by providing tools to the cloud computing environments. They demonstrate that energy
optimization policies can be applied by energy consumption models, saving massive amounts of
energy in cloud environments and data centers. This study suggested an effective energy
information system involving a cloud services infrastructure for energy load management and
household energy usage analysis using data from smart meters and sensors [11]. In this work,
Carlos designed a framework that automates and combines remote electricity metering and submetering into a formal information tool. This provides clients and utility bill companies access to
reports of past use, periodic and frequent, projections, and estimating savings to make appropriate
adjustments to change a consumer’s sentiment [12
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Chapter 3- Project Description
3.1 Data source
The dataset proposed in this study refers to Smart meters in London [13]. The government wants
energy suppliers to install smart meters in every home in England, Wales, and Scotland to help
keep records of energy usage. There are more than 26 million households for energy providers to
get to, with the intention of installing a smart meter for every home by 2020.
The European Union is leading this roll-out of meters, urging all Member States to look at smart
meters as part of measures to upgrade their electricity supplies and address climate change. After
an initial study, as part of a strategy to upgrade the aging electricity grid, the British government
agreed to introduce smart meters.
A reflectorized version of the London datastore data is given in this dataset, which includes the
energy consumption readings for a sample of 5,567 London households that took part in the Low
Carbon London project led by UK Power Networks between November 2011 and February 2014.
Smart meter data tend to be concerned only with electricity consumption.
Information about weather and holidays are provided in a separate dataset, to analyze the
correlation between consumption and these features. More details about the data features are
available in [13].
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3.1 Proposed Cloud architecture
Among the various implementations of Automated Meter Reading Systems, the main modules that
make difference are the stages that record meter readings which produce valuable information, and
a communication module that produces insights. I am suggesting building an overall Automated
Meter Reading system that uses AWS as a cloud service platform, which will collect energy
consumption whether in a household or building from smart meters and create a communication
channel which can send a notification to the consumer when there is excess consumption in realtime. The prime beneficiaries of the proposed system are consumers and utility companies.
The goal of this work is to reduce consumption as much as possible. Most of the required
information is in the form of csv files, which will utilize python, machine learning and cloud
platform. The model I am proposing in this work is aimed to leverage “smart meter” technology
and AWS platform.
These meters would be normally installed in households from state utility and energy supply
companies, they display a cumulative electricity usage in KWH which is recorded manually and
reported to the power company monthly. The problem with many energy meters is that they require
tremendous manual effort and can become faulty or cause fluctuations in voltage/frequency, these
inefficiencies result in increased costs for the utility companies and power wastage. To tackle these
issues, real-time monitoring using AWS would be an applicable solution to detect these problems
and send a technician to fix them manually.
AWS (Amazon Web Service) is a cloud service platform from Amazon which provides services
in the form of building blocks, which can be used to integrate any type of application in the cloud.
AWS has a dedicated service for automating smart meter readings, monitoring, and billing for the
consumers and utility providers.
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Figure 3: List of services offered by AWS

The benefits of using AWS in this project is that it provides multiple services since it functions as
an API where I would be able to deploy Big Data Analytics applications quickly and easily. Big
Data analytics is a process of examining large and varied datasets to uncover hidden patterns,
relations, and market trends. Big data in this research is the collection of smart meters data from
households in London in real-time, this will generate large volumes of data simultaneously and
each household can be referenced with “Lcid” which will make it easier to locate where the data
from a smart meter is coming from. Using AWS analytics tools, we can gain insights on consumers
behavior on energy consumption and make decisions or solutions to reduce consumption.
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Figure 4: Amazon kinesis

Smart meters produce data which will be called streaming data. “Streaming data is when the live
data is captured from various sources and start analyzing them while the data is travelling from the
source to the target”. Figure 4 shows a service provided by Amazon which is called Amazon
Kinesis, this service helps in analyzing real-time data and is split into three parts:
•

Kinesis Firehose easily loads the massive volume of streaming data into AWS.

•

Kinesis Analytics easily analyze the streaming data with standard sequel operations.

•

Kinesis Streams helps you build custom applications that process or analyze streaming
data.
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Figure 5: Big Data Storage & Databases

AWS provides Big Data Storage and databases services, a few examples of data storage and
databases that help with analyzing data with ease is shown in Figure 5.
•

Object Storage - S3 is an object storage where you can store static files in huge amounts
with no space limit

•

Graph Database which helps you manipulate graphs at massive scale

•

DynamoDB is a popular no SQL DB which will help in storing data in key-value pairs.

The use of Smart meters generates consumption records in real-time and transmit daily data points
on the current and voltage used at short and regular time intervals, this creates large volumes of
data, therefore, it is important to establish an efficient method of collecting data.
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3.2 Consumption Dashboards
An energy dashboard, using an interactive user interface, is a state-of-the-art reporting platform
for monitoring energy KPIs in real-time. It allows energy suppliers, among other things, to meet
rapidly changing consumer demands, to analyze and optimize production costs and to improve
overall profitability over the long term. The visual representation of consumption data is the most
significant aspect of the dashboard. Dashboards are considered a useful method for influencing
user behavior, at this stage, a consumer can look at his actual usage during the day at short time
intervals, with the help of integrating machine learning algorithms, it can forecast the predicted
usage based on the user’s behavior from historical data stored in S3 bucket. In figure 6 as displayed
below, the dashboard shows the current energy consumed at any time, actual data in real-time and
predicted data for the rest of the day and recorded outdoor temperature. Recording outside
temperature is important as weather is among the factors that influence consumption rate.

Figure 6: Energy consumption dashboard visualized (Web-based edition)
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With the popularity of mobile phones, it is not easy to forget that users would most likely prefer
to use their smartphones to view information on the go. Creating a visualization tool for mobile
application with the help of Bootstrap ensure easier and quick access to view consumptions at any
time. Bootstrap is a frontend framework for responsive web applications and especially useful for
mobile phone interactions, it will ensure all the necessary information is displayed from the
interface of a mobile version of the web-based system as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Energy consumption dashboard using a mobile application
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Chapter 4- Project Analysis
4.1 Data preparation
In this part I perform a standard EDA for the data mentioned in section 3, to understand more about
electricity consumption and analyse the different features that affect it. An Exploratory Data
Analysis (EDA) is conducted to explore insights and analyse data features.
The dataset contains 111 csv files, each csv file contains data consumption about a block of
households. To study and analyse the consumption for all the households, we combine all blocks
into a single dataset by reading the 111 csv files into one dataframe. Each home is referenced by
“LCLid” and for each block is contains 50 unique values meaning 50 homes.

In my approach, I combine all blocks into a single dataframe. I use day-level energy consumption
data to analyse electricity consumption per household. There are quite a lot of unique households
for which I must repeat the exercise and the goal is to predict overall consumption forecast and not
at household level. The reason I combine the blocks is due inconsistency with the collection of
data, some meters have been collected and stopped at a certain period. The data collection across
households are inconsistent- therefore I will be using energy per household as the target to predict
rather than energy alone. Therefore, I will just refer to the average energy consumption that will
combine all energy data of households into one dataframe.
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The dataset contains 3 features:
day: tracked day.
LCLid: household ID.
energy_sum: total energy use per day for a given household.

In this dataset, we see that the number of households for which energy data was collected across
different days is different. This is probably due to the gradually increasing adoption of smart meters
in London. This could lead to a misleading understanding that the energy could be high for a
certain day when the data could only be collected for more houses. We will look at the house count
for each day.
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Figure 8: Number of households by the time

There is clearly an increase in the number of available households since the start of data collection
since November 2011, and the peak reached towards the end of 2012 at over. Therefore, more data
on all the smart meters are readily available from 2013 onwards.

Figure 9: Average energy consumption per day from all households (2012-2014)

Figure 9 displays the electrical consumption has a seasonal effect during the year. For example, if
you observe July 2012, the season is summer and in the United Kingdom, people will not use their
heaters. However, during September we can see a rise in the consumption gradually and peaks in
19

the winter season due to the harsh freezing temperatures and use of appliances for heating would
be the main reason. With linking this to figure 8, we can see there is noisy data in early 2012 as
fewer homes were contributing to measurements. To explore this correlation more, we will analyse
the weather data.

4.2 Data understanding (visualization)
I also explore the relationship between energy consumption and weather data. As you read along
this section you will find a description of the weather dataset, data dictionary and combining with
the energy consumption of households to further analysis and find insights
Weather Information: In this part we will analyse the correlation between provided weather
information and electricity consumption. The weather dataset is provided using darksky API.
The dataset contains several features concerning weather information: temperature, cloud cover,
pressure, wind speed, ...etc.
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Data Dictionary for the weather dataset:
Feature

Description

temperatureMax

maximum temperature of the day.

temperatureMaxTime

time where maximum temperature was reached in the day.

windBearing

wind bearing of the day.

icon

[fog, partly-cloudy-day,wind].

dewPoint

the temperature to which air must be cooled to become
saturated with water vapor of the day.

temperatureMinTime

time where minimum temperature was reached in the day.

cloudCover

cloud cover of the day.

windSpeed

wind speed of the day.

pressure

pressure of the day.

apparentTemperatureMinTime

time where minimum apparent temperature was reached in the
day.

apparentTemperatureHigh

highest apparent temperature expected of the day.

precipType

[Rain,Ice Pellets, Hail, Small Hail (Snow Pellets), Snow,
Snow Grains, Ice Crystals]

visibility

visibility of the day.

humidity

humidity of the day.

apparentTemperatureHighTime expected time where highest apparent temperature was
reached in the day.
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apparentTemperatureLow

lowest apparent temperature expected of the day.

apparentTemperatureMax

maximum apparent temperature of the day.

uvIndex

uv index of the day.

temperatureMin

minimum temperature of the day.

sunsetTimetemperatureLow

time of sunset.
expected lowest temperature of the day.

temperatureHigh

expected highest temperature of the day.

sunriseTime

sunrise time.

temperatureHighTime

expected time of reaching highest temperature of the day.

uvIndexTime

time of uv index of the day.

summary

summary of the weather state of the day, exp: Foggy until
afternoon

temperatureLowTime

Lowest temperature time expected of the day.

apparentTemperatureMin

minimum apparent temperature of the day.

apparentTemperatureMaxTime

Maximum apparent temperature time of the day.

apparentTemperatureLowTime

Lowest apparent temperature time expected of the day.

moonPhase

moon phase of the day.
Table 1: DD for weather dataset
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To continue this analysis, I only used some features from weather data that can affect energy
consumption. For the next part of this study, I will compare energy consumption level with:

Selected weather features for
analysis
Average temperature
Humidity
CloudCover
WindSpeed
UV index
Visibility
DewPoint
Table 2: Selected weather features

The average temperature is calculated based on maximum and minimum temperature of the day.
After selecting the featured columns from the weather dataset, to get an overall perspective on how
weather-related data can affect consumption, I must integrate them together into a single df for
further analysis as seen below using the merge function
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Below you will find the following observations after merging these datasets, you will find a similar
trend each year between 2012 and 2014. The reason for the straight line downwards at the end is
due to the last date data was collected.

Figure 10: Electricity consumption and average temperature

As shown in figure 10, electricity consumption and the average temperature has an inverse strong
correlation. When the temperature is low, energy consumption is high and vice versa. Which can
be explained using electrical energy as a heating source when the temperature is low.

Figure 11: Electricity consumption and humidity
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Figure 12: Electricity consumption and cloud cover

Figure 13: Electricity consumption and wind speed

Figure 14: Electricity consumption and UV index
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Figures 11, 12, and 13 show the effect of humidity, cloud cover, and wind speed on energy
consumption and are mainly outdoor factors. We can see that those factors do not change in
consumption behaviour. Unlike previous factors, the UV index influences energy consumption,
figure 14 shows that the energy consumption is higher when the UV index has a low value. UV
index is an international standard measurement of the strength of sunburn -producing ultraviolet
(UV) radiation at a particular place and time.
After analysing the correlation between weather variables and energy consumption, we can
conclude that:

Variable

Correlation

Humidity

Strong positive correlation with
energy

Temperature

Strong negative correlation with
energy

UV index

Multicollinearity with temperature
==> eliminated

Cloud cover

Multicollinearity
==> eliminated

Wind speed

Low correlation with energy

with

humidity

Table 3: Correlation between weather variables and energy consumption

▪

Energy has a high positive correlation with humidity and high negative correlation with
temperature.

▪

UV Index displays multicollinearity with Temperature.

▪

Cloud Cover displays multicollinearity with Humidity, hence discarded.

▪

Wind Speed has a low correlation with energy but does not show multicollinearity.
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The matrix below shows the correlation between the different weather variables and consumption,
including additional features:

Figure 15: Correlation matrix of electricity consumption and weather variables.
Low correlation: Correlation coefficients whose magnitude are between 0.3 and 0.5 indicate
variables which have a low correlation, which means a weak relationship between the variables.
High correlation: Correlation coefficients higher than 0.5 indicate variables which have a high
correlation, which means a strong relationship between the variables.
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Negative correlation: there is a negative correlation or inverse correlation between two variables
if higher values of one variable tend to be associated with lower values of the other.
Positive correlation: Positive correlation is a relationship between two variables in which both
variables move in tandem—that is, in the same direction.

Figure 16: Electricity consumption and visibility

Figure 17: Electricity consumption and Dew Point
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Variable

Correlation

Dew point

multi-collinearity
with
temperature ==> eliminated

the

Visibility

multi-collinearity with humidity
==> eliminated

Pressure

Low correlation with energy ==>
eliminated

Lunar phase

Low correlation with energy ==>
eliminated

Wind speed

low correlation with energy

Table 4: Additional weather variables correlation with energy consumption

We can conclude from the correlation matrix of energy consumption with additional features:
▪

Dew point is a function of humidity and temperature which displays multicollinearity,
hence discarded.

▪

Visibility is simply an outdoor factor which does not seem to affect energy consumption
and displays multicollinearity with Humidity, hence discarded.

▪

Pressure and Moon Phase have minimal correlation with Energy, hence discarded.

Multi-collinearity: refers to a situation in which two or more explanatory variables are highly
linearly related. Many machine learning algorithms require that variables are not correlated with
each other because it impacts the model training process. By examining the relationships between
the numerical variables in figure 15, we would be able to detect and treat this phenomenon, hence,
eliminating these variables allows smoother experience for machine learning modelling in section
4.3
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Figure 18: shows the electrical consumption per day. As shown, the consumption is higher on weekends,
which is a normal thing because people spend more time in their houses on weekends.
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4.3 Modelling
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks are a subset of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
capable of recognizing a series of patterns in sequences of data and prediction problems. LSTM is
a great tool for anything that has a sequence. Sequence-to-Sequence LSTM models are the state of
the technique for translations. They also have a wide array of applications like time series
forecasting. [Smart meters produce time series data]. Time series forecasting is a technique for
predicting events through a time sequence. This technique predicts future events by analyzing
trends from the past, assuming that future trends will hold similar to historical trends.
Recurrent Neural Networks can predict the next value(s) in a sequence or classify it. They allow
to process sequence data for time series dataset produced from smart meters. Time series is defined
as a series of data points indexed in time order. RNNs are great for solving Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tasks, these current neural nets remember the past or the previous values of the
data which will be used to predict energy consumption.
In this section, I will discuss a proposed approach for energy consumption forecasting. Based on
the approach proposed by Jason Brownlee [14], using lags of up to 7 days we are going to convert
the problem into a supervised problem. Main objective of this work is forecast energy consumption
of a household by generating a sequence of predictions from time series data
Figure 19 presents the methodology proposed for electrical energy consumption forecasting.

Figure 19: LSTM modelling
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For this task to forecast time series with LSTM, I will start by importing all the necessary packages
we need:

Now let us load the data, and prepare the data so that we can use it on the LSTM model:

Time series forecasting problems must be re-framed as supervised learning problems before
machine learning can be used. A main feature to help turn time series data into a supervised
learning problem is the Pandas shift() function. This function can be used to produce copies of
columns pushed forward or pulled back (adding values to rows of NaN) within a dataframe. Now,
we need to reshape the data before applying it into the LSTM model:
We define the function series_to_supervised () that takes a single or multiple variables of time
series and structures into a dataset in supervised learning.

In Keras, the LSTM model presumes that my data is separated into components for input (X) and
output (y). This solves the time series problem by observing from the previous time step (t-1) as
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the input and observing the current time step (t) as the output. This creates a new df, where it
creates unique columns for every variable and time step as shown below. In technical terms, the
current time (t) and future times (t+1, t+n) are forecast times and past observations (t-1, t-n) are
used to make forecasts.
The function return Pandas DataFrame of series framed for supervised learning, we need to reshape
the data before applying it into the LSTM model:

Now, I will separate the data into training sets and test sets:

LSTM model was then used with the parameters below:

epochs - number of training loops (forward propagation to backward propagation cycles). This
means that the data that is going to be trained will be used 50 times in the model.
batch_size - the size of the data sample for the gradient descent used in the finding of the
parameters by the deep learning model. All the data is divided into chunks of batch_size sizes and
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fed through the network. The internal parameters of the model are updated after each batch_size
of data goes forward and backward in the model.
Root mean squared error (RMSE): RMSE is a quadratic scoring rule that measures the average
magnitude of the error. It is the square root of the average of squared differences between
prediction and actual observation.

The Root Mean Square Error RMSE score for our model is given as:
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Figure 20: Line Plot of LSTM Forecast vs actual values

The RMSE score given by our model shows its performaces (generally a good quality model when
RMSE > 0.7). A line plot of the test data from average energy (red) vs the predicted values (blue)
is created in Figure 20. The graph displays the predicted energy values given by LSTM are close
to the actual values (average energy). As for every machine learning model, there are successes
where the algorithm makes an exceptionally good prediction and limitations where the prediction
is not so great, the accuracy of data collected from smart meters is the main issue.
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
The purpose of the study was laid out together with the research objectives. Data were analyzed
using python programming language, the results obtained was a collection of visualized graphs
that combine smart meter data with provided weather dataset which were collected from London.
The main factors that contribute to energy consumption are recorded temperatures outside and UV
index scale. Another area this project has touched on is to implement machine learning model
“LSTM” for time series forecasting based on the data given. The process of forecasting energy
using LSTM machine learning model began with setting the objective of predicting energy use of
the average household consumption “energy_sum” throughout the year’s data was collected.
Predicting energy consumption can also help consumers to monitor their consumption to gain
insights of reducing energy consumption. LSTM was used to forecast future energy consumption
based on historical data and predict consumption. The results were supported by references to the
literature where applicable. Recommendation of AWS cloud service to collect energy data from
smart meters in real-time and production of dashboards for further analysis was approached.
On this basis, we can conclude that with intending to reduce energy consumption, there are three
key areas that I have investigated to accomplish this project:
1. Analyzing factors that contribute to consumption.
2. Implement machine learning to make use of historical data and forecast energy
consumption.
3. Use of Cloud services to collect and analyze Big Data in real-time.
In terms of limitations, exploring other machine learning models would be optimal since LSTMs
require a lot of resources and time to get trained and become ready for real-world applications.
With the rise of data mining, developers are looking for a model that can remember past
information for a longer time than LSTMs. LSTMs are prone to overfitting and it is difficult to
apply the dropout algorithm to curb this issue.
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5.2

Recommendation

A further recommendation is to study the impacts of data security. Smart meters are prone to cyberattacks since there is two-way communication between smart meters and utility companies to
increase reliability and efficiency, they need to be connected to the internet to transmit the data to
the cloud. The main issue of data security is the breach of data in terms of detailed information
about households and the potential of hacking since they are connected to the same network as
others

5.3

Future Work

Future work should address energy efficiency with heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
equipment and improved weather collection data. There has been a missed opportunity to measure
individual appliances electricity consumption, obtain accurate readings with all days covered for
a specific household. I suggested in the work to average total energy consumption per day for all
households.
Interesting research questions for future research that can be derived from the factors that influence
energy consumption such as prices of supplied energy (renewable energy, natural gas, oil, and
demand in terms of economic, technological, and efficiency measures that is directly proportional
to government regulations.
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